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Monday Profile

Turning
dreams
into wings

Empangeni medic Joseph Kruger is happiest when he is miles above the ground

So you
want to be

a pilot?

Gita week
programme
THE Shree Durga Kchetra Mandir at 3 Gib-
bumc Grove in Brackenham invites the public
to the Gita week programme.

This takes place from 14 to 22 August and
recitals from ‘The Bhagavad Gita’ and bajans
will take place daily from 6.30pm to 8pm.

The celebration observing the birth of Sri
Krishna Janmashtam will be held on 22
August. For more information contact Rishi at
083 2352021.
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Lesley Naudé

RACING around in his ambulance, Em-
pangeni medic Joseph Kruger always
imagined he was flying rather than driv-
ing.

Now that dream has come true and he
has his private pilot licence which cer-
tif ies him to fly a fixed wing Cessna
150.

Kruger always had a fascination with
aviation, and as a young boy growing up
in Vryheid found himself drawn to the
local airport to watch the planes take off
and land.

This continued into adulthood and in
recent years it would not be uncommon to
find him de-stressing at Richards Bay
air port.

‘But’, he says, ‘the real thing is much
more fun.’

Taking flight
Two and a half years ago he took the leap

and went for his introduction flight with
Richards Bay Air Carriers.

‘I was a natural if I may say so myself,’
says Kruger, brimming with confidence.

Blithely unaware of the extensive theory
component, he started in January 2009 as
a part-time student, flying only over
we e ke n d s .

‘I have this habit of getting myself into
things before checking them out prop-
e r ly.’

But the bug had bitten and there was no
bailing out.

‘I was always exhausted after the flying
as it does take a lot of strain and con-
centration in the beginning, but it was
worth it.’

The theory included seven subjects
which needed to be passed within 18
months.

‘I did not do a lot of flying in 2010 as I
had to complete the theory exams while
juggling work responsibilities.’

Kruger finished the theory exams in
January and the practical training soon
a f t e r.

‘I fortunately passed it f irst time.
‘The flying is nothing, it is the theory

behind the practical that is difficult. I had
do quite a few re-writes.

‘Fortunately everyone in aviation is
always willing to help and that way you
make new friends.’

Flying high above us Kruger is able to
forget about the world’s hassles and get
some perspective on life.

What is up next for this adrenalin
junkie?

‘I am thinking of skydiving, but that
would be difficult if you are the pilot and
the skydiver and wanting the aircraft in
one piece...’
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